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It took the Italians three months before they understood
how the Ethiopians inarched. Step by step : small parties :
rough estimate of the water supply as they progressed
through unknown territory to the front. Never great herds
of pack animals to show the airmen where there were
agglomerations of men. Caves and bushes : garrisoning
of the points occupied.
Kassa's army took precisely a month to file across the
Amba Alagi ridge into the Tigre ; and even then he was
using for his main force the other caravan route to the
west, from Sokota to Fenaroa.
Mulugeta, who had been told strictly not at any cost to
mass before the enemy, but to hold firmly the Imperial
Road from Dessye to Makalle, left another garrison at
Ambg, Alaji and directed them to dig trenches. Bidwoded
Makonnen, the all-powerful ruler of Wallega, took over this
position.
Mulugeta saw his first planes fly over on the s8th of
November, when Lake Ashangi was reconnoitred. On the
ist of December, other planes noted large masses of
Ethiopian troops moving over the Pass : they could not
know that these, the men of Mulugeta, had been ordered
forward in haste to prevent the Italians pressing Seyyum
out of the Tembien. The rearguard was heavily bombed
on December 10.
It took Kassa a month to enter into the Tigre. It took
Mulugeta, hurrying at the end, almost the same time.
Bitterly the two elder Ras in the north reported to the
Emperor their powerlessness to move under the Italian
reconnaissance planes.
" They chain us up like prisoners," they said.
Air supremacy was already beginning to disintegrate
their armies.
Mulugeta had no field radio : all his messages to his
commanders were taken by runners. Scattered over a
large area for fear of the planes, it was long before they
could receive or respond to an order. They did not know,
when they moved along, where their other parties were.
They were never in the villages—that would be to expose
themselves to bombardment. To keep together they lay
near the road, mile after mile : or along the mountain
tracks which ran east and west of it.

